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Abstract—The modern networking world is being exposed to
many risks more frequently every day. Most of systems strongly
rely on remaining anonymous throughout the whole endpoint
exploitation process. Covert channels represent risk since they ex-
ploit legitimate communications and network protocols to evade
typical filtering. This firewall avoidance sees covert channels
frequently used for malicious communication of intruders with
systems they compromised, and thus a real threat to network
security. While there are commercial tools to safeguard computer
networks, novel applications such as automotive connectivity
and V2X present new challenges. This paper focuses on the
analysis of the recent ways of using covert channels and detecting
them, but also on the state-of-the-art possibilities of protection
against them. We investigate observing the timing covert channels
behavior simulated via injected ICMP traffic into standard
network communications. Most importantly, we concentrate on
enhancing firewall with detection and prevention of such attack
built-in features. The main contribution of the paper is design
for detection timing covert channel threats utilizing detection
methods based on statistical analysis. These detection methods
are combined and implemented in one program as a simple
host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS). As a result, the
proposed design can analyze and detect timing covert channels,
with the addition of taking preventive measures to block any
future attempts to breach the security of an end device.

Index Terms—covert channel, statistical analysis, V2X com-
munication

I. INTRODUCTION

Covert channels can pose a potential threat to networking
and data transferring. Their main purpose is to infiltrate some
network without being noticed, or at least without being too
suspicious. Nowadays, this is not considered to be an easy
task, as the concept of network security is being modernized
nearly every day. Hardware and software created for covert
channel detection should therefore be taken into account when
attempting to implement a successful and efficient covert
channel.

One of the new areas where covert channels can have poten-
tially great impact is connectivity of previously offline systems
used in cars. The contemporary increase in number and impor-
tance of automotive systems connected to the cellular networks
exposes these systems to new threats. These networks are IP
based and thus are vulnerable to some of attack vectors known
from traditional computer networks. [16] However, automotive
applications require reliable and stable connection [15], so
detection and prevention of attacks and covert channels is
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required. Since these systems are IP based, simulations using
traditional computer networks facilitate accelerated prototype
development and testing to better steer further research in this
area.

After infiltrating the specific network, the exfiltration of data
takes place. There are numerous ways that data can be secretly
exfiltrated from a network, mainly by exploiting some of the
well-known internet protocols (e.g. HTTP, DNS, and more),
which are discussed in the following sections. Alternatively, a
covert channel can help the threat actor to create a back door,
which allows him to repeatedly enter the victim’s computer
remotely and much more easily.

On the other hand, nearly every action regarding the exe-
cution of a covert channel attack can be traced back, which
mitigates the possibility of new attacks in the future. This is
achieved with the help of current software solutions, but also
with the knowledge gathered from previous attacks. This paper
is aimed at detection of covert channels with the statistical
analysis to efficiently detect covert channels on the endpoint
level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes covert channels state of the art together with tools and
methods for detection of covert channels. Section III investi-
gates the basic features of covert channels, their classification,
prerequisites for covert channel to exist and issues in their
detection. Design of our custom HIDS program for detection
of timing covert channel using statistical analysis is introduced
in Section IV, including prototype implementation details.
Section V presents methodology used for verification of the
proposed methods together with evaluation of test results.
Conclusions and possible avenues for future improvements are
discussed in VI.

II. RELATED WORKS

Since covert channels are considered to be a threat (mainly
because of their anonymity), there were numerous studies
focused on covert channels. Majority of them works with
trends in steganography [2], [6], while trying to cover different
fields of current networking, for example WebRTC protocol for
audio/video communications [9], or IPv6. [6], [18]. Although
secured variants of protocols are gaining popularity, common
fields such as DNS [13], TLS [20] or HTTP protocols [5] are
also being still used. These works include the execution, but
also the detection of covert channels since both of these fields
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are required to be properly analyzed to achieve breakthroughs
in handling covert channels.

Zhan in [20] also covers detecting covert channels, espe-
cially the ones that are using common web services (e.g.
Hypertext transfer protocol). Moreover, the paper analyzes
timing covert channels, which utilize various timing aspects
of packet transfer and delivery. [10] Research on covert
channels in web communications in HTTP protocol include
Caviglione [5] analyzing HTTP tunneling exploits, Cabuk,
Brodley and Shields [4] mention Reverse WWW shell used
to leak information through HTTP GET requests. Possible
reason is that HTTP uses TCP/IP stack, and IP has its own
vulnerabilities, coverd by [4].

The majority of information used in this paper will be
derived from prior resources with the emphasis on detecting
HTTP covert channels. Additional sources include technically
oriented websites, mainly to express the specific examples of
HTTP covert channel exploits. [14]

Tools and Detection Methods

The tools normally used is suitable for securing our net-
works from various threats. However, the question is - can they
protect our networks from covert channels? The answer is not
that simple, since it vastly depends on the way that security
software works internally. Snort and Suricata are rule-based
programs, which are not effective in detecting covert channels
(especially the timing ones). The main reason is that Snort and
Suricata do not support adding users’ custom plugins unless
they are added to the actual core code of these programs (e.g.
by adding their software patches). Additionally, this kind of
software does not support covert channel detection by default,
and the rule-making process was created to secure networks
differently, ultimately making it not suitable for our purposes.
[11]

On the other hand, we have Zeek (formerly Bro). It is highly
customizable software with the option to add custom plugins in
the form of scripts. As stated in [11], ”Bro passively observes
what is happening in the network and reports whatever it
sees. Although Bro also works as an IDS, it does so by
adding the detection/analyze plugin based on the network
traffic report.” Zeek, therefore, acts according to its core
functions, but also according to custom plugins added by the
user. Implementing plugins is also much easier since this can
be done separately and without interfering with the source
code. Covert channel detection can therefore be achieved by
various methods because it is only limited by the knowledge
and skills of the user implementing them.

OSSEC is theoretically also capable of covert channel
detection, but it uses different approach - log mining. It relies
on analyzing events that already happened by analyzing logs.
Log mining is strongly associated with log parsing, which
is a process of extracting data from logs and using them in
specific functions. Numerous methods are used in log parsing
[12], making the whole concept of log mining possible. The
same applies to Samhain Labs, as it also uses log analysis.

Fig. 1. The information hiding division tree. [17]

III. COVERT CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

A. Covert channel definition

First of all, it is important to understand the meaning of the
word channel. Channel can be represented as a connection
between two or more devices that are used to transfer data.
We can assume that channel is just a general medium for
communication. However, we should be more interested in the
word covert. The term covert is indicating something hidden or
something that should not be discovered. This definition also
applies to the whole term covert channel - it is a communica-
tion channel, which is used in the most undiscoverable manner,
to prevent security appliances from detecting it, and possibly
stopping its activity. People may think that this task could be
easy with the use of modern technologies, but unfortunately,
the truth is those network threats (and the assets which can
deploy them) are being improved almost at the same pace as
the network security is. [7], [8] Additionally, covert channels
are a part of wider area of data manipulation called information
hiding (or data hiding). Fig. 1 shows the position of different
techniques in the information hiding division tree. Even if the
following data hiding methods do not represent the subject of
this paper, it is at least important to mention some of them,
like watermarking, fingerprinting (both used for copyright
marking), or steganography. Covert channels also have their
place in this tree, which has been intentionally marked. As
we can see in the Fig. 1, covert channels are one of the
fundamental information hiding techniques.

B. Covert Channel Detection Issues

There are several problems, which are making covert chan-
nel detection difficult. The first one is the universal accessi-
bility. With the help of modern technologies, we can establish
communication channels anywhere in the world, making the
distance between connected devices negligible. The problem
is that this can be easily exploited - a variety of devices (which
can be accessed remotely) are available to any threat actor.

After universal accessibility, another problem emerges -
communication protocol security. Many of the protocols which
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are considered to be obsolete and (to some degree) dangerous
are still being used. A typical example is Hyper-text transfer
protocol, or HTTP, which is considered to be vulnerable
because of the lack of encryption. Data sent via HTTP
protocol are unencrypted by default, indicating that methods
like the HTTP man-in-the-middle attack are only a question of
capturing such data and altering them. HTTP also introduced
a lot more different vulnerabilities across its ”golden age”,
namely tunneling attacks (Blind request tunneling, Non-blind
request tunneling or Web cache poisoning), Cookie covert
channel [14], etc.

Another good example could be the Domain Name System
protocol, short for DNS. This protocol uses messages named
DNS Query and DNS Response to translate a specific domain
to the IP address associated with it. It could be problematic
to remember the IP address of our favorite web page, but
fortunately, with the DNS protocol being fully implemented,
it is not necessary. All we need to remember is the domain
name, which in most cases consists of a familiar name of some
web page. Although it is a very useful protocol, it also comes
with a portion of vulnerabilities. Probably one of the most
common ones is the DNS tunneling exploit. [19] It is also
considered to be a form of the covert channel since it uses
query messages to exfiltrate file data from a victim’s device.
The whole process is fairly easy to do, we can divide it into
four steps:

1) File conversion - selected file is converted to a hexadec-
imal string.

2) String separation - newly created string is divided into
several smaller strings.

3) Querying - smaller strings are then added to the domain
name used in the DNS Query message. Several queries
are then sent to DNS server (which is also exploited in
most cases).

4) Data recovery - hexadecimal strings from domain names
are retrieved and used to build the desired file, making
it available to threat actor.

C. Types of Covert Channels

Covert channels take advantage of many protocols and their
downsides to efficiently transfer data. Since several vulnera-
bilities can be exploited, it is important to have a structure
categorizing covert channels into smaller, more specific types.
Firstly, covert channels are commonly divided into main
categories - storage and timing covert channels.

Storage covert channels take advantage of different storage
spaces in the communication process, whether it is a misused
field in the protocol header, or some more dynamic storage
spaces, which are used in the data exchange between several
protocols. A good example is probably the use of steganog-
raphy to hide data into a legitimate object, e.g. picture, video,
or audio file. This file is then used in legitimate network
communication without raising any suspicion. Additionally,
we can consider the header alteration as another form of
storage channel (e.g. changing the packet header, modifying
the structure of a packet, etc.). [21]

Timing covert channels rely on seemingly unimportant time
information to secretly forward data bit by bit. A good example
of a timing channel is using the inter-packet arrival time,
which is the amount of time elapsed between receiving two
consecutive packets. If the time is higher (e.g. more than 100
milliseconds), the receiver will interpret it as a binary 1. On
the other hand, when the time is lower (e.g. less than 20
milliseconds), the receiver will interpret it as a binary 0. Even
though the throughput of this method is low, the anonymity is
very high, making the covert channel efficient enough. [3]

Secondly, judging by the information stated in section III-B,
we can assume that covert channels are protocol-dependent,
meaning that they behave according to the rules of protocol,
which is exploited by the covert channel, therefore we can
divide covert channels differently - categorization by associ-
ated protocol. Since many protocols can be exploited, we have
decided to include only some of the most known protocols or
services.

Hyper-text transfer protocol - HTTP (as stated in section
III-B) has many different vulnerabilities, plain-text payload
being the most dangerous one. Even though we already
use HTTP Secure (or HTTPS), some websites still rely on
basic HTTP. Tunneling and man-in-the-middle attacks can be
considered to be the most frequent ones. [14]

Domain name system - DNS (as stated in section III-B)
comes with many exploitations as well. Similar to HTTP,
tunneling is also a problem in the DNS protocol. [19]

Voice over IP - one of the bigger problems of audio
payloads is the audio steganography [22]. A small number of
bits are hidden in various places within the payload, making
them nearly invisible and easy to transfer from one device
to another. Steganography can provide a big bandwidth and
efficiency to any threat actor since the hidden message is
hardly recognizable inside a legitimate payload.

IPv6 - there already are some parts of IPv6 that can be
exploited, for example the Traffic class field in the IPv6 header,
which is susceptible to storage covert channels. However, it
can be provided only with a limited amount of values, so the
bandwidth is smaller, yet it still can transfer data anonymously.
[5]

D. Covert Channel Prerequisites

At this point, we can understand that there are many
possible places where any kind of data can be hidden and
secretly moved to another device. It is clear that modern types
of these threats are developed rapidly, so we should adjust
our countermeasures accordingly. Before talking about more
recent efficient ways of defending our assets, we would like to
describe the actual characteristics and prerequisites that covert
channels are built upon. The three main ones are anonymity,
bobustness and bandwidth.

Anonymity is probably the most important one in any kind of
attack, especially in covert channels. Should the covert channel
be effective, its anonymity must be ensured. Another term,
which is closely associated with anonymity, is unobservability
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- a covert channel should resemble valid communications
as much as possible to prevent any security measures from
detecting it. This feature is considered the most difficult one
to implement. [5]

Robustness represents the number of alterations that covert
channel data can handle before becoming unusable. To suc-
cessfully exfiltrate data from a device, it must handle the data
efficiently and correctly, with minimum of alterations. [5]

Bandwidth indicates the amount of data that can be sent
through a channel in a given time, its capacity. [5] Generally,
bandwidth is measured in bits per second (or any derived
values), but as covert channels rely on hiding data in legitimate
traffic, are different metrics e.g. bits per packet.

IV. PROPOSED DESIGN OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DETECTION TOOL

The goal of proposed solution is to design a host-based
intrusion detection system utilizing statistical analysis to detect
timing covert channels. It is to run as a separate executable
file directly on an end device. This custom HIDS shall focus
on analyzing the inter packet arrival time.

A. Prototype Implementation

The prototype implementation of the proposed uses three
methods suitable for timing covert channel detection [1]. They
are Profiling, Regularity test and Entropy test.

Profiling - represented by Kolomogorov-Smirnov test, this
method is based on calculating the distance between two sepa-
rate distributions of legitimate and covert data flow. The higher
the distance, the higher is the possibility of an exploitation1.
For example, the K-S test yields a variety of values, which can
be used to decide if any deviation occurred. Values include the
critical test value (labeled as D), or the rate of significance
(labeled as Dα and the default value for this rate is 0.565).

To properly execute this test, we need to explicitly set
the null hypothesis2 that indicates the terms under which the
distribution of data flow is accepted, or rejected otherwise.
Moreover, we need to state our alternative hypothesis as well,
which will be accepted if the null hypothesis is rejected. The
K-S test statistic is defined as

D = max1≤x≤N [F (Yi)− i− 1

N
,
i

N
− F (Yi)] (1)

where N is equal to a number of provided samples, i
represents an index of the specific sample, and finally F (Yi) is
a value given by the specific sample. Based on this equation,
we calculate a maximum value from given formulas, which
ultimately provides us with a value of D, or critical test value.
Should the value of D be higher than the value of Dα, the
null hypothesis is not accepted, and therefore, we accept our
alternative hypothesis.

1This claim highly depends on the initial hypothesis stated before the actual
test.

2Samples from a legitimate data flow are included when setting a null
hypothesis.

Fig. 2. Event logging configuration and handling logic.

Regularity test - this method works with the term deviation,
meaning that it monitors the normal behavior in HTTP com-
munication to establish a network baseline. If any data flow
deviates from the existing baseline, it will be analyzed more
intensely, since there will be a suspicion a covert channel is
trying to be established. It is still in talks if this method will
be implemented since it requires a big data set to establish
a correct baseline. This process can take several weeks, so
it is a very time-consuming task. On the other hand, it is
possible to use values from other tests (profiling and entropy
test) to establish a minimal baseline, which should be sufficient
enough for this project.

Entropy test - entropy helps us to monitor the randomness of
our network. With this method, there is a presumption that our
typical HTTP flow has a certain value of entropy, which should
be relatively high because the randomness of different timing
values in basic HTTP communication is also high. However, if
there will be any sign of a pattern forming, the program will
be configured to analyze this behavior with higher priority.
Moreover, with the ability to define the basic entropy manually,
we will be able to observe the entropy differences more closely
and with more control.

The prototype provides option of blocking packets from
blacklisted flows and logs all events, as can be seen in Fig. 2.

To calculate a value of entropy for a specific data set, we
can use the Shannon Entropy using formula

H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

P (xi) ∗ logP (xi) (2)

where P (xi) stands for the probability of the event x
happening, and logP (xi) represents the uncertainty of the
event x happening. The sum of these values gives us the final
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Fig. 3. Primary topology used for evaluation.

Fig. 4. Program settings configuration screen.

entropy. The higher the entropy, the higher the uncertainty of
data flow timing aspects, which means covert channels should
not be present.

Program offers numerous statistics that could be observed.
The majority of them should be visible in the program, as it
should offer a simple GUI with different tabs.

V. VERIFICATION

The verification of implemented solution consisted of the
analyzing various PCAP files, which contained captured nor-
mal and hidden channel communication. To demonstrate that
the program can deal with unexpected situations, these hidden
channels were modified - either by changing inter packet
intervals coding of 0 and 1, or an intentional interruption of
covert channel. The testing was done using three topologies
with varying number of routers and subnets between commu-
nication endpoints. These topologies are based on the primary
testing topology, shown in Fig. 3.

Evaluation of the prototype implementation was done with
using real time analysis of ICMP messages. Even though this
part of the program is only at an early stage, it was able to
successfully detect covert channels.

In addition to testing the basic program functionality, ad-
ditional features were also tested. Among them were direct

Fig. 5. Online analysis screen

Fig. 6. Offline analysis screen

communication with the Windows firewall, automatic and
manual creation of rules in the firewall to block potentially
harmful traffic, manual program settings such as specific
threshold values that are taken into account during analysis.

During the testing, it was possible to verify all the pro-
posed functions - informing the user about a potential threat,
displaying the blacklist and firewall rules. The manual setting
of threshold values for statistical analysis was shown to be
important for increased precision of detection.

Fig 4 displays settings screen that offers various options
for configuration of the program. On this screen, the user can
modify several aspects of the program - it is possible to change
the path to the folder where the log file will be saved, it is
also possible to modify the threshold values for the analysis,
or the user can re-train the K-S test repeatedly. Thus, the user
has the opportunity to customize the analysis according to
his preferences. Alternatively, he can correct the analysis to a
certain extent if he suspects that the analysis is not returning
correct results.

Fig. 5 depicts an example of online analysis and statistics
results of live traffic. On the other hand, offline analysis results
from PCAP file can be seen in Fig. 6.
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As for the non-functional requirements, the program meets
the requirements such as preserving the integrity of the data,
as it does not manipulate them in any way. The analysis is
reliable and effective, and the program is flexible due to its
configurability. In terms of scalability, the program modularity
enables future improvements, either the GUI or additional
detection methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Covert channels are a dangerous tool for data transmission
with a low chance of detection. Their detection and analysis is
a difficult task that often requires extensive research into the
networks and protocols over which they can implemented. Our
work is dedicated to the analysis and detection of the presence
of hidden channels with an emphasis on the detection of timing
covert channels using inter-packet arrival intervals.

The results of the testing were positive, as we obtained a
correct detection result in 17 out of 18 cases, which represents
a success rate of 94%. The main contribution of this paper
was the combination of multiple selected detection methods,
thus we pointed out their effectiveness. In addition, we have
created a scoring system as a result of the traffic analysis.
This provides more information to the administrators to tune
blacklisting of flows than just a is or is not a covert channel.
We believe that by gradually improving our software, we
will be able to make the detection mechanism even more
reliable, thereby creating a safer environment for commodity
end devices.
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